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QUESTION 1

A banking business running background storage system requirements are as follows: 

(1)

 Business Impact. The business impact generated by the operating system is about 100KB. 

(2)

 The service operation system is the whole GE network. The server and operating system are GE 

network. Follow-up to consider the business needs to upgrade to 10GE. 

(3)

 Only requires 72TB of total space, the latter expansion priority to expand the disk 

(4)

 Only 20U of rack space is reserved for the current storage devices. 

The configuration of three nodes and switches is prioritized to meet the requirements of the machine room. 

Cabinet planning based on the above requirements. 

What are the more appropriate networking solutions? 

A. 

Program One: 1 * OceanStor 9000 C Node 36 * 2TB SATA configuration 2 * Front-end GE + 2 * Rear-end 10GE 

B. 

Scenario 2: 3 * Oceanstor 9000 C Node 36 * 2TB SATA hard drive; 2 * Front-end GE + back-end 2 * 10GE 

C. 

program three: 3 * OceanStor 9000 P Node 36 * 2TB SAS configuration 2 * Front-end GE + 2 * Rear-end 10GE 

D. 

Program Four: 3 * OceanStor 9000 M Node 36 * 2TB SAS configuration 2 * Front-end GE + 2 * Rear-end 10GE 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is the wrong mode of operation when checking on a problem with the VMFS datastore for
ESXi5.5 using the VMware ondisk metadata analyzer (VOMA)? (Assume the LUN NAA ID is
naa.60022a110009a8a800042e1800000000: 1). 

A. Turn off the power of all running virtual machines or migrate these virtual machines to another data store 
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B. Use the esxcli storage vmfs extent list command to obtain the name and partition of the vmfs data store to be backed
up after the provision of number of the supported devices. 

C. voma -m vmfs -f check -d /vmfs/devices/disks/naa.60022a110009a8a800042e1800000000:1 

D. voma -m vmfs -f check -d naa.60022a110009a8a800042e1800000000: 1 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are correct regarding a Storage Array RAID 2.0 Typical Application Performance Tuning?
(multiple choice) 

A. Scenario: Sequencing large IO services, especially 1M IO scenarios, with the phenomenon that the back-end read
bandwidth is much larger than the front-end read bandwidth Tuning: Turn off the corresponding LUN prefetch policy 

B. scene: the order of pressure reading and writing business conditions, high utilization of hard drives Tuning means:
increase the unplug-thresh device hard disk device 

C. Scenario: Oracle database in the operation of data backup, the data on the LUN bandwidth does not meet the
requirements and accompanied by high utilization of hard disk Tuning means: the formal creation of POOL to increase
the depth of the points 

D. Scenario: In the case of single concurrent or low concurrent read service, the delay is found to be large Tuning
means: change disk unplug 8 Modify unplug - thresh increased from 4 to 8 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 4

Huawei OceanStor storage controller BBUs are both in a fault alarm. Which description is correct for the upper
application? 

A. System does not work. 

B. If the device is powered off unexpectedly, some of the business data will be lost. 

C. Business performance is not affected. 

D. Upper business IO read and write will not have any impact. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

DAV (Distributed Authoring and Versioning) can solve issues that the HTTP protocol can not such as? 

(multiple choice) 

A. Rewrite the protection 
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B. Resource Management 

C. Document Properties 

D. document encryption 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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